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Abstract
Recent studies on rotor aeroelastic response and stability have shown
the beneficial effects of incorporating elastic couplings in composite rotor
blades. However, none of these studies have clearly identified elastic
coupling limits and the effects of elastic couplings on classical beam
stiffnesses of representative rotor blades. Knowledge of these limits
and effects would greatly enhance future aeroelastic studies involving
composite rotor blades. The present study addresses these voids and
provides a preliminary design database for investigators who may wish
to study the effects of elastic couplings on representative blade designs.
The results of the present study should provide a basis for estimating the
potential benefits associated with incorporating elastic couplings without
the need for first designing a blade cross section and then performing a
cross-section analysis to obtain the required beam section properties as
is customary in the usual one-dimensional beam-type approach.
Introduction
Composite materials have been used extensively
in the construction of modern rotor blades for heli-
copters and are to be used in the blades of the V-22
tilt-rotor aircraft. These materials possess higher
strength-to-weight ratios than metals and have re-
sulted in blades which can outlast the life of the
airfi'ame because of their long fatigue life and high
corrosion resistance. Desirable characteristics such
as these lead to a more structurally reliable blade.
For the aeroelastic and aeromechanical stability of
rotor systems, elastic tailoring of composite rotor
blades through specialized design of composite lami-
nates has been a prevalent resea'ch topic. Although
elastic tailoring has not. yet been fully used in the
design of modern composite rotor blades, it is rec-
ognized that elastic tailoring has the potential of
significantly improving the aeroelastic performance
of rotorcraft equipped with such blades over those
equipped with conventional state-of-the-a't metal or
composite blades. For this reason, elastic tailoring of
composite rotor blades through the specialized design
of composite laminates has been a popular research
topic in recent years.
Kinematic couplings have been used as a basic
design tool to improve the aeroelastic and aero-
mechanical stability of conventional metal and com-
posite rotor blades. However, elastic tailoring of com-
posite blades can be used to introduce such couplings
more efficiently than in metal blades and in con-
figurations where kinematic couplings are not fea-
sible. The first pioneering efforts to address the
impact of elastically coupled composite rotor blades
on rotorcraft performance and stability were begun
by Hong and Chopra, references 1, 2, and 3. A1-
though these studies used a simple composite beam
analysis combined with a spanwise finite-element
discretization of the blade, the potential of elasti-
cally tailored composite rotors was demonstrated for
hingeless and bearingless rotors in hover. The pre-
vious work of Hong and Chopra was continued by
Panda and Chopra in reference 4 by examining the
dynamics of composite rotors in forward flight. The
effects of ply orientation of composite lamina and
elastic couplings on vibration levels and isolated ro-
tor stability in forward flight were determined in this
work. Ormiston, references 5 and 6, demonstrated
that pitch-lag and flap-lag structural coupling can
be very useful in avoiding both air and ground reso-
nance in soft in-plane hingeless rotors. Without such
aeroelastic couplings, weight-increasing elastomeric
dampers must be included in the rotor design to
increase the lead-lag damping and therefore avoid
air and ground resonance. The use of elastically
coupled composite rotor blades to reduce vibration
and improve aeroelastic and aeromechanical stabil-
ity characteristics of hingeless rotor helicopters was
addressed in reference 7. This resea'ch has shown
that the use of negative pitch-lag elastic coupling
results in up to a 300-percent increase in lag-mode
damping compa'ed to a blade without elastic cou-
pling. Elastic couplings were shown to have a sig-
nificant influence on ground and air resonance. For
example, the use of negative pitch-lag elastic cou-
pling increased the regressive lag-mode damping in
air resonance conditions but greatly decreased damp-
ing for ground resonance stability. Other couplings
were found to destabilize the system in the ground
resonance condition. The effect of elastically coupled
rotor blades on the aeroelastic stability of tilt-rotor
aircraft was investigated in reference 8. The use of
flapwise-bending-twist-coupledrotor bladeswasde-
terminedto havea strongstabilizinginfluenceon
the tilt-rotor whirl-flutterphenomenonwhichis as-
sociatedwith thehigh-speedairplanemodeof flight
whichexhibitsa44-percentincreasein futter veloc-
ity by usingonly a verymoderateamountof cou-
pling. This increasedflutter stability wasattained
withoutcreatingadverseffectsonrotorperformance
or bladeloads. The potentialfor improvedhover
performancebyusingextension-twist-coupledblades
wasalsoconsideredin thestudy.
Whilepaststudieshaveshownthe benefitsas-
sociatedwith the useof elasticcouplingson rotor
aeroelasticresponseandstability,thesestudieshave
not clearlydefinedelastic-couplinglimits and the
effectsof elasticcouplingson classicalbeamstiff-
nessesofrepresentativerotor blades.A knowledgeof
theselimits andeffectswouldgreatlyenhancefuture
aeroelasticstudiesinvolvingcompositeblades.The
presentstudyaddressesthesevoidsandattemptsto
providea preliminarydesigndatabasefor investi-
gatorswho maywish to study the effectsof elas-
tic couplingson the classicalbeamstiffnessesthat
havebeenusedin bladedesigns.Theresultsof the
presentstudyshouldprovidea basisfor estimating
the potentialbenefitsassociatedwith incorporating
elasticcouplingswithout the needfor first design-
ing detailedbladecrosssectionsandthen perform-
ingcross-sectionanMysesto obtaintherequiredone-
dimerLsionalbeamsectionpropertieswhichareused
in design.
Thispaperhastwomainobjectives.Thefirst is to
determinethephysicalimitsofseveralpossibletypes
of elasticcouplingsand to examinethe effectsof
theseelasticcouplingsonthestiffnesscharacteristics
of compositerotorbladesoverawiderangeof blade-
designparameters.Thesecondobjectiveisto present
the resultsof this parametricstudy in a graphical
form usefulto a designer. The blade properties
that variedin theparametricstudiesincludesection
chord,width of spar,ply orientationangle,ratioof
pliescontributingto coupling,and material. The
changesin thebladecross-sectionvaluesof EI and
GJ associated with the parametric variations are
compared to two baseline designs which were defined
as representative of composite rotor blades. Both
baseline designs employ an NACA 0012 airfoil, a
D-spar, and an internal core materiM aft of the
D-spar. The parametric studies were performed
by using a recently developed fitfite-element-based
composite blade cross-section analysis (ref. 9) that
includes the effects of cross-section in-plane and out-
of-plane warping on the stiffimss properties of the
blade.
Symbols
c chord, in.
EIf flapwise flexural stiffness, lb-in 2
EIc chordwise flexural stiffness, lb-in 2
GJ torsional stiffness, lb-in 2
kt4 extension-twist stiffness, lb-in.
]¢24 flapwise-bending-twist stiffness, lb-in 2
]¢34 ehordwise-bending-twist stiffness, lb-in 2
M,j, M_ bending moments
Mz torsional moment
P tensile force
tsk skin thickness, nondimensionMized by
chord
t_p spar thickness, nondimeusionalized by
chord
ws spar widths, nondimensionalized by chord
_Elf flapwise flexural stiffness ratio
flL'l_ chordwise flexural stifS_ess ratio
_GJ torsionM stiffness ratio
5 number of chordwise divisions within
airfoil cross section
(0 fraction of plies in layup contributing to
elastic coupling; off-axis plies
_45 fraction of 4-45 ° plies
(o fraction of 0° plies
0 ply orientation angle of cloth material,
deg; blade twist rate
RtCT nondimensional chor dwise-ben ding-t wist
coupling parameter
q_/iT nondimensional extension-twist coupling
p ar ame ter
ql l: 7' nondimensional flapwise-bending-twist
coupling parameter
( )sk value associated with skin
( )sp value associated with spar
( )o value associated with elastically uncou-
pled blade
Mechanics of Composite Blades With
Elastic Couplings
The anisotropie characteristics of composites al-
low the design of laminates for composite blades that
exhibitthedesiredtypeofelasticcouplingsto bede-
signedinto rotor blades.Generally,thereareseveral
pliescontaininglongfibersembeddedin an epoxy
resinmatrix within eachlaminateof a composite
blade. Thesefibersprovidethe directionalnature
of the laminate's tiffnessandcanbeorientedat an
anglethat is off-axisfromthat of the principalaxis
of theblade,thus introducingelasticcouplingsinto
therotorblade.
Forpracticalpurposes,it is assumedthat effects
of hygrothermalwarping(couplingassociatedwith
thermalandmoistureeffects)areto beavoidedin the
designof elasticallycoupledrotor blades.Thesim-
plestlaminatefamily whichprovideshygrothermal
stabilityalongwith elasticcouplingsis the[0,0 + 90]
family. To simplify the present study, the compos-
ite material is assumed to be woven cloth, rotated
off-axis, so that [0, 0+ 90] is contained in a single ply.
There are several types of laminate designs using
the [0,0 + 90] family which are capable of produc-
ing elastic couplings, but the present study considers
only symmetric and antisynmletrie ply layup confign-
rations composed of cloth material. These laminates
are hygrothermally stable and the dominant coupling
terms are contained in the A-m atria terms of classical
laminate theory (ref. 10). These terms are referred
to as extension stiffnesses in classical laminate the-
ory, and the global elastic couplings of the blade are
developed by lamina design in which local extension
forces produce appropriate local shear strains.
To understand how elastic couplings are devel-
oped in rotor blades, it is convenient to examine
the force-deformation relationships of composite lam-
inates on both a local and a global level. A simple
truss analogy is shown in figure 1 to help explain
how bending-twist coupling is created by using off-
axis composite plies. As shown, a rotor blade section
is assumed to be composed of a composite laminate
rotated off-axis in the same direction on both the up-
per and lower surfaces. At any section of the blade
undergoing flap-down bending, the bending moment
can be translated into a force-couple such that the
upper surface has a tension force and the lower sur-
face has a compressive force (global force is the sum
of local forces). Looking only at the upper surface,
the composite material may be modeled as a simple
truss with two crossing rod members. One rod is
exteusionally stiff and represents the fiber direction,
and the other rod is extensionally flexible and rep-
resents the matrix direction. A tensile force on this
truss model can be seen not only to extend the truss
but also to shear it in the direction of the flexible
rod member. The shear strains are consistent along
the entire upper surface of the airfoil, thus creating a
shear flow which tends to twist the blade nose down.
The lower surface is in compression rather than ten-
sion. The material fiber direction on this surface is
the same as it is on the upper surface; therefore, in
compression the shear flow is in the opposite direc-
tion from the upper surface and also produces nose-
down twist. The bending-twist coupling illustrated
in figure 1 is flapwise-bending-twist coupling such
that bending up produces nose-up twist. Bending-
up nose-down twist is created by reversing the fiber
angles to the negative values of those illustrated in
the figure.
The laminate construction described above is re-
ferred to as symmetric because the ply angles of
the composite laminates contributing to elastic cou-
plings in both the upper and lower surfaces of the
model (above and below the flapwise neutral axis)
are oriented in the same direction with respect to
the principal blade axis. In antisymmetric laminate
construction, the composite laminates in the lower
and upper surfaces have ply angles of opposite signs.
Such an antisymmetric configuration would produce
extension-twist coupling rather than bending-twist
coupling. Extension-twist coupling can be explained
by using the same truss model shown in figure 1; ex-
cept that the bending-moment couple is replaced by
extension forces on both the upper and lower surfaces
which lead to the same shear flow pattern illustrated
on the bottom of the figure.
Note that parasitic or secondary couplings are
generally associated with the primary structural
coupling introduced with off-axis plies. Referring
once again to figure 1, it can be seen that a
symmetric configuration would produce not only
flapwise-bending-twist coupling, but also extension-
chordwise-shear coupling because the local shear
of the laminates would flow in the same direc-
tion if extension force is produced on both upper
and lower surfaces. An antisymmetrie configuration
would produce not only extension-twist coupling but
also flapwise-bending-to-chordwise-shear coupling by
similar reasoning. The extension-chordwise-shear
and flapwise-bending-twist couplings are considered
parasitic or secondary couplings because their magni-
tudes are small when compared to the primary elas-
tic couplings. While these couplings to the global
shear deformation are present, they may generally be
ignored in rotor blade analytical modeling because
bending and twist dominate the dynamics (as long
as the cross-section analysis accounts for shear de-
formation effects in the calculation of the classical
beam stiffnesses). The shear and extension modes
are generally at such a high frequency that they have
a negligibleinfluenceon rotor bladeperformance,
loads,andstability.
Another parasiticcouplingassociatedwith an
antisymmetriclaminatedesignischordwise-bending-
twist coupling.Thiscouplingarisesbecauseof the
unsymmetricdistributionof thecompositelaminates
with respecto the chordwiseneutralaxisposition,
causedbythe airfoilshapeofboth thesparandskin,
andalsobytheverticalweboftheD-spar.Again,the
chordwise-bending-twistcouplingof anantisyn_net-
tic laminatedesignisreferredto asparasiticbecause
its magnitudeissmallcomparedto theprimarycou-
pling (extensiontwist). Elasticcoupling,in which
chordwise-bendingtwistis theprimarycoupling,can
becreatedbyusinglaminateswhichvaryfromsym-
metricto antisyrnmetricaboutthechordwiseneutral
axisposition.
Approach of Present Study
Two baseline rotor blade designs which incorpo-
rate typical rotor blade cross sections were defined to
serve as the basis for the present study. Key geomet-
rical and laminate design variables of these baseline
blades were systematically varied, and the resulting
blade cross sections were analyzed. Trends in blade-
elastic-coupling parameters and stitfuesses with re-
spect to blade design variables were determined, and
the results were summarized in graphs which should
prove useful to both the designer and the researcher.
Blade cross sections were analyzed by using a
finite-element analytical model which provides all
classical beam stiffnesses and also the stiffnesses as-
sociated with elastic couplings (ref. 9). Because of
the large number of blade design parameters to be
varied, a preprocessor code was written to generate
the geometric and latninate input required by the
finite-element code.
Description of Baseline Blade Designs
Since the results of this study are meant to serve
as a preliminary design database for futm'e composite
rotor blade designers and researchers, a wide range
of rotor blade cross-section geometries and laminate
layups have been considered. Baseline blade cross
sections have been defined to provide a basis of
comparison as the geometrical and laminate variables
are varied. The influences of elastic coupling were
studied for two baseline blade designs, designated 1
and 2, which have cross sections representative of
typical rotor blade construction. The geometry is
the satne for both baseline designs (fig. 2), and both
are NACA 0012 airfoils. The blade is assumed to
be composed of three components: a spar, a skin
covering, and a core fill. The spar is the primary load-
carrying member, while the primary role of the skin
is to maintain the proper aerodynamic shape of the
blade. Elastic couplings are introduced in the blade
via off-axis plies in the spat" and/or skin laminates.
Baseline design 1 has the characteristics listed
in table 1 and the laminate design shown in fig-
ure 2(b). This design is typical of composite rotor
blade construction in which the spar is made of
stiff, tfigh-strength graphite/epoxy (Gr/E) woven
cloth, and the skin is made of smooth, pliable
S-fiberglass/epoxy (S-glass) woven cloth. The core
material is honeycomb and is typical of that used
in both full-scale and model-scale rotor blades. Ta-
ble 2 lists the properties of the primary materials
used in this study. A 14-in. chord was chosen be-
cause it is in a middle range between the largest full-
scale designs and the smallest model-scale designs.
The 35-percent spar width is typical of rotor blades
because it provides an appropriate chordwise place-
ment of the blade elastic axis. The spar thickness
and the skin thickness generally are selected based
on strength and frequency considerations, and those
selected for baseline design 1 fall within ranges which
are typical for composite blades. The laminate of the
baseline design 1 blade is assumed to consist solely
of 0° plies so that the influence of elastically cou-
pled layups can be defined more clearly. In studies
associated with baseline design 1, variations in ply
angle orientation are for the entire thickness of the
laminate, in both the spar and skin materials, unless
otherwise state d. 1
A more realistic composite blade is constructed of
a combination of 0 ° and 4-45 ° plies so that it has suf-
ficient stiffness in both torsion and bending simulta.
neously. Furthermore, it is likely that any elastically
coupled blade would not have all the plies in a lam-
inate oriented at the same off-axis angle but would
have only a certain percentage of plies devoted to in-
ducing the desired level of elastic coupling. Baseline
design 2 is defined to investigate elastic couplings and
their influence on these more realistic assumptions,
namely the inclusion of 4-45 ° plies in combination
with plies contributing to the elastic coupling and
plies oriented at 0 °. The characteristics of baseline
design 2 are summarized in table 3 and the laminate
design is shown in figure 2(c). They are very similar
to the characteristics of baseline design 1 except that
the skin laminate is composed of a 50-50 mix of 0 °
and 4-45 ° plies (which do not change in the paramet-
ric study), and the spar parametric variables have
been arranged to include 4-45 ° plies in the spar.
ll_,Toven cloth material is used throughout this study.
Therefore, when a ply orientation angle 0 is referred to, it
implies a ply' of woven cloth at [0, 0 + 90].
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Asmentionedabove,the parametricstudy asso-
ciatedwith baselinedesign1centersondetermining
trendsin couplingandstiffnessin compositerotor
bladesasbladedesignvariablesarevaried. Both
symmetricandantisymmetriclaminateconstruction
areconsidered,anddesignvariablesare variedon
baselinedesign1 asfollows: chordlength c, spar
width w.s, off-axis ply angle 0, ratio of spar and skin
plies contributing to the elastic coupling ((0)sp#k,
and core material selection (51 foam core, 200 foam
core, and balsa spar core). A balsa spar core (core in-
side of spar) is considered as a design variable in the
present studies because balsa is often used as a core
material in model=scale blades. For baseline design 2,
both symmetric and antisymmetric layups are again
considered, and design variables are varied as follows:
off-axis ply angle 0 in combination with the ratio of
0° plies in the spar ((0)sp, the ratio of 4-45 ° plies in
the spar ((45)sp, and the ratio of plies contributing
to coupling in tile spar (_O)sp-
Description of Analysis
The results presented in this study were obtained
by using a composite blade cross-section analysis
based on the analytical model presented in refer-
ence 9. This model is ideally suited for the analysis
of rotor blades in which the cross section is gener-
ally composed of an irregular outer contour and a
complex internal structure. As discussed in refer-
ence 9, displacement solutions are written in terms
of so-called derivable functions that represent exten-
sion, bending, twisting, and general functions for
the in-plane and out-of-plane warping. The deriv-
able functions depend on the shape of the cross-
section planform, Poisson's ratio, pretwist angle, and
pretwist axis location and are determined by solving
a coupled two-dimensional boundary-value problem.
Twist rate effects are generally small and were not
considered in the present study. Ritz method solu-
tions of the boundary-value problem are calculated
by applying the principle of minimum potential en-
ergy to a discretized representation of the cross sec-
tion. The elastic coupled stiffnesses are then deter-
mine d by solving t he e quat ions of e quil ibr iu m for t he
blade cross section about the blade centroidal axes.
where [k] is the coupled stiffness matrix and is always
symmetric. In this equation, e is extension, _( and
_rj are bending curvatures, 0 is the twist rate, P is
tensile force, M,_j and Me are bending moments, and
Mz is torsional moment. For an isotropic, untwisted
beam the elastic twist is independent of the exten-
sion and bending (k14 = k24 = k34 = 0), and the
diagonal terms represent the classical extension stiff-
ness (kll = EA), bending stiffnesses (k22 = Elf,
kaa = Sic), and torsion stiffness (k44 = G J). The re-
maining off-diagonal terms couple extension to bend-
ing (k1:3 = EA_, k12 = -EArl) and bending in one
plane to bending in the other (k23 = -EIoj ). These
last three terms are used in the analysis to calculate
the centroid and principal axes of the cross section.
To facilitate the analysis of the various rotor blade
cross sections which were to be considered in the
parametric study, a subroutine was written to gener-
ate the geometry of a two-dimeusional finite-element
model of a blade cross section. This geometry code
is called from within a main program to directly pro-
vide the finite-element analysis subroutine with the
necessary nodes, elements, ply material, and ply ori-
entation angles to adequately discretize a rotor blade
cross section. This code represents a great improve=
ment over the rather tedious method of developing
an input file for the finite-element code and allows
for easy analysis of almost any composite rotor blade
cross section with or without a D-spar. The com-
plete code allows the consecutive analysis of many
cross sections in which the principal design variables
mentioned above are varied. In this manner, the sen-
sitivity of the classical stiffnesses and couplings of
composite rotor blades to these principal variables is
determined. The principal variables that the code re-
quires are as follows: chord length, airfoil thickness,
number of chordwise divisions, width of spar, num-
ber of plies in skin and spar, thickness of skin and
spar plies, skin and spar ply materials, skin and spar
ply orientation angles (upper and lower), spar core
material, and aft core material.
Nondimensional Parameters
For the present study, only the coupled stiffness
matrix calculated by the cross-section analysis is
required. This matrix satisfies the relation
k21 k22 k23 k24[ _( M_
k31 k32 /_33 k34 [ = Me
]_41 ]_42 k43 ]¢44J tzOI _,Mz
(1)
For the results of this study to be applicable
to any size rotor blade cross section, the computed
results for both classical stiffnesses and coupling
stiffilesses are presented in nondimensional form.
Following reference 11, nondi me usional cou pli ng pa-
rameters can be defined for each type coupling by
considering the appropriate two degree-of-freedom
subsets of equations from equation (1). For example,
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for the case of extension-twist coupling, the appro-
priate equations would be
P k14 GJJ{O} (2)
Equation (2) relates tile axial force and twisting
moment to the extension and twist rate of the cross
section. This equation can be inverted to obtain the
flexibility relation
114.}
0 -1-ab L_._bA (._.3_ _
(3)
k14 kl,I
where a = m and b - The term (1 - ab)
EA GJ
must be greater than zero to satisfy strain-energy
considerations. The product ab can be expressed as
an extension-twist coupling parameter _ET' which is
defined as follows:
< 1 (4)
EAGJ
By writing equations similar to equation (2)
for coupled flapwise-bending-twist and chordwise-
bending-twist and by proceeding as shown above,
nondimensional coupling parameters _1,:/' and _C:/"
can be defined as
- ElfGJ
- < 1 (6)
- EL.GJ
Becanse of the requirement that strain energy be
positive, it can be seen that all three nondimensional
parameters qQ_3', _I_'T, and q_CT are bounded such
that
-1 < g2 < 1 (7)
The three coupling parameters defined in equa-
tions (4) through (6) are used to define the magni-
tude, type, and direction of coupling in a given con-
figuration. By knowing the baseline stiffnesses of a
blade, one can easily determine the coupling stiff-
nesses by knowing the nondimensional coupling pa-
rameters. Therefore, the results of the present study
can be used to determine the magnitude of coupling
in a rotor blade for a given value of the nondimen-
sional coupling parameter.
An important aspect of the laminate design is the
influence of elastic couplings on the classical stiffness
terms EIf, EIc, and GJ. The classical stiffnesses
significantly influence rotor blade dynamics, and as a
result there is generally a narrow range of acceptable
stiffness values and distributions for a particular
design. It is therefore important to understand and
to determine the effect of structural coupling on the
baseline blade stiffnesses. As an example, for an
uncoupled rotor blade the flapwise bending stiffness
Elf is the ratio of the bending moment M_/ to the
spanwise curvatures _. With flapwise-bending-twist
coupling introduced, the effective bending stiffness
may be defined by the same ratio, but in terms of
the uncoupled bending stiffness the ratio becomes
The coupling is seen to reduce the effective bending
stiffness and will also reduce the associated bending
frequency of a rotor blade. Similar effects occur for
the chordwise bending stiffness and the extensionM
stiffness when those degrees of freedom are coupled
with twist.
The present study examines the influence of elas-
tic coupling on uncoupled blade stiffnesses. Insight
into this influence is aided by introducing the three
nondimensional stiffness ratios
Elf EI_ GJ
(E[f)o' (El¢)o' and (GJ)'-"'_
where the subscript o refers to the uncoupled baseline
stiffnesses defined for the study. Together with the
elastic coupling parameters, these stiffness ratios can
be applied to many rotor blade designs.
Results of Parametric Study
The results of the parametric studies are pre-
sented in this section. First, the trends in elastic
couplings and stiffnessess for the baseline design 1
blade are presented and discussed. Both symmetric
and antisymmetric laminate construction are consid-
ered for this blade design• Next, the trends in elas-
tic couplings and stiffnesses of the baseline design 2
blade are discussed. Again, both symmetric and an-
tisymmetric laminate construction are considered.
The effect of the number of chordwise divisions
in the finite-element model of the cross section on the
stifhlesses and coupling parameters was investigated
first to identify the minimum number of chordwise
divisions which could be used to model the blade
accurately. Figure 3 illustrates the variation of _FT'
as a function of the ply orientation angle as the
number of chordwise divisions is increased in a model
of the skin only. It can be seen that at 5 = 16
the coupling parameter has converged to its final
value. Referring to figures 4 and 5, the flapwise
flexm'al stiffness can be seen to converge at 5 = 24
and the torsional stiffness can be seen to converge
at approximately 6 = 24. Based on these results,
it was decided to use 24 chordwise divisions in the
finite-element model.
Symmetric Cases for Baseline Design 1
For this part of the study, the baseline design 1
cross section with symmetric laminate construction
is analyzed. Table 4 lists all stiffness values for the
baseline design 1 rotor blade cross section. Cross
sections with symmetric laminate construction have
a flapwise-bending-twist coupling whose magnitude
depends on the value and sign of the ply orientation
angle. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the trends in
Elf, Elc, G J, and k24 as the ply orientation angle
is varied in the baseline 1 cross section. Unless
otherwise stated, it is assumed that all the plies in
the spar and the skin contribute to the coupling.
Trends caused by chord variation. Figure 8
illustrates the trend in _I:T as a function of the
ply orientation angle for blade chord lengths of 4,
14, and 20 in.; _I:T was found to be independent
of the length of the blade chord as long as tsk and
tsp remain constant (if the laminate thicknesses are
scaled as the chord is increased). The independence
of _F:v with blade chord may be explained with
the aid of figures 9 through 11. These figures show
that the flapwise flexural, chordwise flexural, and
torsional stiffness ratios remain constant as the ply
orientation angle is increased, and consequently as
_l<v is increased, although the dimensional stiffness
values increase because of the greater chord. Since all
stiffness ratios increase proportionately as the chord
and ply orient ation angle are increase d, q_1;'5['remains
constant with chord length for composite blades.
Relative contributions of spar and skin to
coupling. Figure 12 illustrates the amount of cou-
pling that is contributed by the skin and spar sepa-
rately, as compared to the baseline cross section in
which all the plies contribute to the elastic coupling.
The greatest amount of coupling qtUi, is contributed
by the spar since the composite material in the spar
is graphite/epoxy cloth, which is much stiffer than
the S-glass cloth composite in the skin. The baseline
blade can be seen to be a compromise between the
graphite spar and the less stiff S-glass skin.
Trends caused by spar width variation.
Since the width of D-spars in modern rotor blades
varies considerably from one blade design to another,
the effects of spar width on both _FT' and blade stiff-
ness is of interest. Figure 13 illustrates the variation
of q_l<t' with ply orientation angle as the width of
the spar is varied. As can be seen, the increased
spar width results in an increase in the coupling for
the baseline blade. This result indicates that in-
creasing the spar width increases the blade flapwise-
bending-twist-coupled stiffness by an amount which
is greater than the product of the bending and tor-
sion stiffnesses.
Trends in the stiffness ratios at'e illustrated in
figures 14 through 16. For a given amount of coupling
Rtv:v, it is seen that a greater flexural stiffness ratio
can be achieved by using small ply orientation angles.
However, the magnitude of the torsional stiffness
ratio is less for the same amount of coupling qtl_'J'-
Consequently, for a given stiffness ratio, a larger
coupling can be achieved with an increased spat"
width. These results suggest that increasing the spar
width is a means of increasing the coupling within
stiffness limitations for composite rotor blades.
Trends caused by laminate variation. As
expected, the ply orientation angle has a significant
impact on the degree of elastic coupling within a
composite rotor blade. Referring to figure 8, it can be
seen that the coupling is z ero at ply orientation angles
of 0 ° and 45 ° and the value of coupling is maximum
at approximately 22.5 ° (for any chord length). This
trend is as expected because at ply angles of 0°
the fibers embedded in the composite material are
aligned with the loading and thus do not shear under
applied compressive or tensile load. At a ply angle of
45 ° , the fibers are also aligned with the loading such
that they do not shear. While the maximum coupling
occurs with ply orientation angles around 22.5 °, it is
generally not feasible to use such ply angles because
of decreased bending stiffness. Figures 9 through 11
illustrate that the blade's flapwise and chordwise
fiexural stiffnesses decrease by approximately 30 and
50 percent and that the torsional stiffness increases
by approximately 250 percent compared with the
baseline values.
The practical limit for qJVT can also be deter-
mined by referring to figures 9 through 11, which
illustrate the change in stiffness ratios as ply orienta-
tion angle is varied. These plots show that the flex-
ural stiffness ratios do not vary greatly from 1.0 for
values of _l<t' up to about 0.2. For design purposes,
an allowable change in bending stiffness is usually
known, and the corresponding maximum value of the
coupling parameter can then be deduced from these
plots. In general, the results for composite blades
with symmetric layups suggest that the theoretical
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limit ofeFT is0.55andthat thepracticalimit when
bladestiffnessisconsideredis approximately0.2.
Anothervariablewhichis of importancein the
designof elasticallycoupledcompositerotorblades
is thefractionofpliesin the layupwhichcontribute
to the coupling.Thisvariablecanbeexpressedas
theratioofplies_0that areorientedat anangleoff-
axisfromtheprincipalaxis.Forthepurposesof this
partof thestudy,pliesin both theskinandthespar
maycontributeto the coupling;therefore,(_0)sp,sk
is varied. Figure17 illustratesthe trendsin _1_':/'
versusply orientationangleas(_0)sp_ski increased
from 0.2to 1.0for the baselineblade. Themaxi-
mumvalueof the coupling(at 0 = 22.5 °) is seen
to increase relatively linearly as the percentage of
plies contributing to the coupling is increased. The
trends in stiffness ratios versus _f,_/. as (_0)sp;sk is
increased are shown in figures 18 through 20. A_s the
percentage of plies contributing to the coupling is in-
creased, tile flexural stiffness ratios at maximum _t7_'
decrease considerably while the torsional stiffness ra-
tio increases. From these results it can be concluded
that it is best to have all the plies contribute to the
coupling since tiffs condition results in the least loss
of flexural stiffness and the least increase in torsional
stiffness for the desired degree of coupling.
Trends caused by variation of core mate-
rial. Since different blade designs tend to have differ-
ent core materials, depending on whether the blade
is a model, a full-scale tilt-rotor, or a full-scale heli-
copter blade, it is important to study the effects of
core material on coupling and stiffness. Figure 21
illustrates the effect of using three different core ma-
terials, as compared to the baseline blade, which has
a honeycomb aft core and a hollow spar. A blade
with both 51 and 200 Rohocell foam aft cores and a
blade with a honeycomb aft core and balsa spar core
(to represent a model blade) were considered. As can
be seen, there is little effect on q*/,,:/, as the core ma-
terials are varied, and there was little change in the
stiffness ratios. Therefore, the core material has little
effect on the flapwise-bending-twist coupling param-
eter _F:/'-
Antisymmetrlc Cases for Baseline
Design 1
For this part of the study, the baseline blade
listed in table 1 was generated by using the cross-
section geometry code with antisymmetric laminate
construction. The stiffness properties of this baseline
blade are the same as those listed in table 4 because
for a zero-ply orientation angle, the blade is identical
to the one analyzed in the symmetric part of the
study. Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the trends in
stiffiless as the ply orientation angle of the baseline
blade is varied from 0° to 45 ° . As expected, the
antisymmetric blade resulted in an extension-twist
coupling whose magnitude depends on whether the
ply orientation angle is positive or negative. A
secondary coupling, _C'i' or chordwise-bending-twist
coupling, was also found. The physical interpretation
of this coupling is discussed later in this section.
Trends caused by chord variation. Figures 24
and 25 illustrate q'El" and _6:7" versus ply orientation
angle and figures 26 through 28 illustrate the stiffness
ratios versus ply orientation angle as the length of
the blade chord is varied. Like the coupling in
symmetric laminate blades, _L:/' and _C:/' do not
vary with chord. The physical interpretation of this
phenomenon is the sane as in the symmetric case.
Since all coupling parameters are independent of
chord, the results of this study can be applied to
rotor blades of any chord length.
Trends caused by variation of spar width.
The effect of increasing the spar width on ql/vi' is
illustrated in figure 29. The extension-twist coupling
parameter is seen to increase noulinearly as the spa"
width is increased. As in the symmetric laminate
case, the increased spat" width results in an increase
in the coupling and consequently in an increase in
q_/:::/, for the baseline blade. This result indicates
that increasing the spar width increases the blade
extension-twist coupled stiffness by an amount which
is greater than the product of the extension and
torsion stiffnesses. Thus, increasing the spar width
is a viable means for increasing the extension-twist
coupling of a composite blade.
The nondimensional ehordwise-bending-twist cou-
pling parameter qlC':/" was found to be more affected
by a change in the spar width. Referring to figure 30,
q_Csv is shown to increase as the spar width ratio is in-
creased fi'om 0.20 to 0.35 and to decrease as the spa"
width ratio is increased from 0.35 to 0.50. There-
fore, _C7' is maximized somewhere between a spa"
width ratio of 0.35 and 0.50. This behavior in the
chordwise-bending-twist coupling is associated with
the shift in the chordwise position of the neutral axis.
The neutral axis is shifted aft as the spar width is in-
creased, thereby also increasing the amount of the
cross section that is in tension while decreasing the
amount in compression. Furthermore, as the spa"
width is increased, more of the spar extends aft of
the neutral axis, and the resulting increase in the
amount of composite material in compression adds
to the chordwise-bending-twist coupling. The shift
in the neutral axis position and in the aft location
of the spar is listed in table 5. The presence of this
secondary coupling, chordwise-bending-twist, in an-
tisymmetric composite rotor blades is a characteristic
that has not been discussed greatly in past research.
Referring to figures 31 and 32, trends in both _LT'
and _CT versus ply orientation angle are shown for
the baseline blade, the spar only, and the skin only;
q'/_'T behaves as expected, with the relatively soft
skin contributing less coupling to the baseline blade
than the graphite spar contributes. However, q_CT
is to be almost zero for the skin and spar-only cases.
This trend supports what has been concluded above,
namely, that the chordwise position of the neutral
axis has astrong influence on the chordwise-bending-
twist coupling parameter. For the skin-only case, the
neutral axis is near the mid chord. Equal areas of
the skin are then in compression and tension under
a chordwise bending load, and the shear flow that
arises from this loading is nearly zero. Therefore, the
chordwise-bending-twist coupling parameter is zero
for the skin-only case, and by similar reasoning, this
is also true for the spar-only case. However, when
both the skin and the spa' are present, as in the
baseline blade, the location of the neutral axis is
shifted to a position which gives unequal areas under
compression and tension for chordwise bending, and
thus chordwise-bending-twist coupling is present.
The effects of increasing the spar width on blade
stiffness ratios are shown in figures 33 through 35.
Increasing the spar width and therefore the coupling
parameters results in a slight decrease in both flap-
wise and chordwise flexural stiffness ratios; the de-
crease becomes more evident as the ply orientation
angle is increased. The torsional stiffness ratio in-
creases slightly as the spa" width is increased, with
the increase becoming more evident as the ply orien-
tation angle is increased.
It has been shown that increasing the width of
the spar is a means of increasing both the extension-
twist and chordwise-bending-twist coupling parame-
ters while also increasing the blade stiffness. Stiff-
ness ratios were found not to vary far from baseline
values for values of q'/;T < about 0.2. It can be con-
cluded that increasing the spa" width is a viable way
to increase antisymmetric coupling parameters while
maintaining reasonable values of stiffness ratio.
Trends caused by laminate variation. As in
the symmetric case of qll:T , the antisymmetric cou-
pling parameters are zero at ply orientation angles
of 0 ° and 45 °. Referring to figures 24 and 25, qQ_3"
was found to be maximum (0.55) at about 0 = 22.5 °,
and _C:/' was found to be maximum (0.16) at approx-
imately 0 = 25.0°. Figures 26 through 28 show that
at the maximum values of the coupling parameters
the blade stiffness ratios are greatly reduced, which
may be unacceptable fi'om a blade dynamics stand-
point. Therefore, the physical limits of _L'T and
_C_/' may not be practical because of stiffness lim-
itations. A more practical limit of the coupling pa-
rameters can be determined by referring again to the
stiffness ratios. Keeping in mind that the stiffnesses
generally cannot vary greatly fi'om the baseline val-
ues, the practical limit of q_ET is approximately 0.2
and the practical limit of q_CT is approximately 0. 1.
Figure 36 illustrates q'E'r versus ply orientation
angle as the percentage of plies in the skin and
spar contributing to the coupling ((O)sp,_ is in-
creased from 0.2 to 1.0. The maximum value of the
extension-twist coupling parameter (at 0 = 22.5 °) is
seen to increase fairly linearly as ((0)_p,sk is increased.
In figure 37, ¢CT is seen to increase nonlinearly as
((0)_p_k is increased. Figures 38 through 40 illustrate
the trends in stiffness ratios versus _ET as (¢O)sp,_k is
increased. As the percentage of plies contributing to
the coupling is increased, the flexural stiffness ratios
at maximum qlET decrease considerably while the
torsional stiffness ratio increases cousiderably. From
these stiffness and coupling results, it can be con-
cluded that it is best to have all the plies contribute
to the coupling. Having all the plies contribute to the
coupling results in the least loss of flexural stiffness
and in the least increase in torsional stiffness, which
is important to the aeroelastic stability of rotor blade
systems.
Trends caused by variation of core mate-
viM. Figures 41 and 42 illustrate the sensitivity of
_ET' and q_CT to the core material. Again, the core
materiMs investigated are the baseline honeycomb,
the 51 Rohocell foam, the 200 Rohocell foam, and
the balsa spar core. The extension-twist coupling
parameter does not vary dramaticMly as the type of
core is changed in the baseline blade. On the other
hand, _CT is very dependent on the type of core ma-
terial. This dependence results from the sensitivity
of q_CT to the position of the neutral axis, as dis-
cussed earlier. Since the density and the stiffness of
the different core materials tend to shift the neutral
axis fore and aft of the baseline position, the chord-
wise coupling is therefore dependent on the type of
core material.
Symmetric and Antisymmetric Cases for
Baseline Design 2
The laminate variables (¢0)sp,sk have been shown
to have a gseat effect on both the coupling and the
stiffness of a blade and to offer a practical method for
elastically tailoring composite rotor blades. However,
there are other laminate properties which can be
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varied to affect coupling and stiffness, and these are
also of interest to blade designers. Current composite
blade designs generally have plies that are oriented at
angles of 4-45 ° and future elastically coupled blades
also will likely have plies at other off-axis angles
that contribute to the coupling. These laminate
variations are the subject of this part of the study,
specifically: (_0)sp, (_45)sk, (_0)sk, (_45)sp, and (_0)sp.
As discussed previously, a second baseline blade was
defined whose characteristics can be found in table 3.
This blade has constant skin laminate characteristics
and variable spar laminate characteristics. Table 6
lists the stiffness properties for the baseline design 2
blade. Trends in these stiffness properties (as several
laminate variables are varied) will be investigated
for both symmetric laminates (flapwise bending-twist
coupled) and antisymmetric laminates (extension-
twist and chordwise bending-twist coupled).
Trends caused by variation of (_0)sp on
baseline design 2 blade. Trends in kOyT as (_0)sp
is increased fi'om 0.2 to 1.0 are illustrated in fig-
ure 43 for a composite rotor blade with symmetric
laminate construction. The maximum value of ¢1</'
(at 0 = 22.5 °) is found to increase fairly linearly as
(_0)sp is increased, and as expected, the minimum
values of _1_ were found at 0 = 0 ° and 0 = 45° .
Figures 44 through 46 illustrate the trends in stiff-
ness ratios versus _1</' as ((0)sp is increased. The
least loss in flexural stiffness and the least increase
in torsional stiffness occur when (_0)sp = 1.0, as con-
cluded in previous sections, but this value of (_0)sp
may not always be desirable in the complete blade
design.
Figures 47 and 48 illustrate the trends in ql/_ T
and qgC:/' as (_0)sp is varied fi'om 0.2 to 1.0 for an
antisymmetric layup. Again, the maximum value of
eel/" was found to increase fairly linearly with (_0)sp
while the maximum value of q_CT was found to in-
crease noIflinearly for the baseline blade. Figures 49
through 51 show the trends in stiffness ratios versus
qlET as (¢0)Sl) is increased. Again, as above, the least
loss in flexural stiffness and the least increase in tor-
sional stiffness occur when ((0)sp = 1.0, but other
blade designs may be more desirable. The presence
of plies within the laminate at orientation angles of
-/-45 ° must also be investigated.
Trends caused by variation of ((0)sp and
(_45)sp on baseline design 2 blade. Since -t-45 °
oriented plies can be found in all composite rotor
blades, the effect on coupling and stiffness of vari-
ous amounts of these plies, along with plies which
contribute to the coupling, must be investigated. In
this section, the laminate variables ((0)sp and ((45)sp
within the spar of the baseline 2 blade will be varied
from 0.0 to 1.0. The effects on the trends in coupling
parameters and stiffness ratios will be presented in
plots of lines of constant q_FJ' or q_EJ' and stiffness
ratios versus ((_0)sp and (_¢5)_p-
Figure 52 illustrates lines of constant q_l</' versus
(_o),_p and (¢45)sp for a blade with a symmetric layup.
As expected, increasing (_0)sp increases the flapwise-
bending-twist coupling parameter. Increasing (_45)sp
had little effect on qQrT for small degrees of coupling
but had an increasing effect as _i,'_/' was increased.
This increasing sensitivity of _I,'T to ((45)sp is evi-
dent in the increasingly bowed lines of constant _1,'_/'
as coupling is increased. For antisymmetric layups,
figures 53 and 54 illustrate lines of constant q_E_' and
q_CT versus (_0)sp and (_45)_p. Again, the increasing
sensitivity of the coupling parameters to (_45)sp is
indicated by the increasingly bowed lines.
Lines of constant stiffness ratios versus (_0)sp and
(C45)sp for the symmetric layup are illustrated in
figures 55 through 57. Lines of constant _FT' are
also shown in order to illustrate the global effect
on both the coupling parameters and the stiffness
ratios of varying values of (_O)sp and (_45)_p. Both
the decrease in the flexural stiffness ratio and the
increase in the torsional stiffness ratio resulting from
an increase in either (or both) (Co)sp and (_45)s_) are
evident.
Figures 58 through 60 illustrate lines of constant
stiffness ratios versus (_0)sp and (_45)sp for antisym-
metric layups. Lines of constant _L'T are included
to illustrate the global effect on coupling parameters
and stiffness ratios of (_o)sp and ((45)sl)- Both the
decrease in the flexural stiffness and the increase in
the torsional stiffness resulting from an increase in
either (or both) (_O)sp and (_45)sp are evident.
As discussed above, figures 55 through 60 illus-
trate both lines of constant stiffness ratio and cou-
pling parameter versus (_O)sp and (_45)sp- These
plots provide a great deal of information concern-
ing trends in coupling and stiffness when (_o)sl) and
(_45)sp are varied and are applicable to any elastically
coupled blades of similar construction. For lines of
constant _F_/ and _uj_, there exist many values of a
stiffness ratio at a different value of both (_O)sp and
(_45)sp. By varying (_O)sp and (_45)sp, it can be seen
that an elastically coupled rotor blade can be tailored
by using these figures to achieve a desired degree of
coupling and stiffness in a design.
Conclusions
In this study, the effects of composite rotor blade
laminate design parameters on elastic coupling and
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classicalbeanstiffnesshavebeendeterminedbyus-
ing a two-dimensionalfinite-elementcode. Results
of the presentstudy providea preliminarydesign
databasesothat the influencesof elasticcouplings
basedonrepresentativecompositebladedesignscan
bestudiedeasily.Theseresultsofferinvestigatorsa
reasonablyaccurateknowledgeof the potentialfor
incorporatingelasticcouplingsin existingbladede-
siglrswithouttheneedto designbladecrossections
andperformcross-sectionanalysisto obtainthe re-
quired seetionproperties.
Basedon the resultsof this study,thefollowing
conelnsiolrsaredrawn:
1. The theoreticalimits for the nondimensional
elasticcouplingstiffnessesassociatedwith represen-
tative rotor bladecrosssectionsa'e about0.6for
flapwise-bending-twistcouplingandextension-twist
coupling,andabout0.15for chordwise-bending-twist
coupling. With the importanceof flexural and
torsionalstiffnessconsidered,the practicallimita-
tions for the nondimensionalelasticcouplingstiff-
nessesassociatedwith representativerotor blade
crosssectionsareabout 0.2 for flapwise-bending-
twist couplingand extension-twistcoupling,and
about0.1for chordwise-bending-twistcoupling.
2. Increasingply orientationangleincreasesall
couplingparameters,andthemaximumcouplingcan
beachievedat anangleof about22.5° . As shown in
past studies, the magnitude of the coupling is zero at
angles of 0° and 45 ° , flexural stiffness is maximum
at 0 ° and minimum at 45 °, and torsional stiffness is
minimum at 0° and maximum at 45 °.
3. Va'iation of the airfoil chord length has no
effect on the nondimensional coupling parameters for
both symmetric and antisymmetric layups if the ratio
of the skin and spar thickness to the length of the
chord is held constant. These results suggest that
the nondimensional coupling parameters introduced
in this study can be applied to any size rotor blades.
4. Increasing spar width increases both the cou-
pling stiffnesses and the bending stiffnesses. This ef-
fect may be used in combination with an increase
in the ply orientation angles (which decrease bend-
ing stiffness) to increase the magnitude of coupling
without adversely decreasing the bending stiffness.
5. The location of the neutral axis has a signifi-
cant effect on the chordwise-bending-twist coupling.
6. Increasing the fraction of off-axis plies con-
tributing to the coupling increases significantly the
nondimensional coupled stiffness parameters and in-
creases flexural stiffness for a desired level of elastic
coupling.
7. The type of core material has only a small effect
on the nondimensionM coupled stiffness parameters.
8. Increasing the fraction of -t-45 ° plies in the lam-
inate has little effect on the nondimensional coupled
stiffness parameters even though it has a significant
effect on the actual coupled stiffnesses, flexural stiff-
nesses, and torsional stifflesses themselves.
NASA Langley Researdl Center
H amp ton, VA 23681-0001
December 16, 1996
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Table 1. Characteristics of Baseline Design 1
Characteristic Baseline value
c, chord length, in ..............
ws, spar width ratio ............
Spar material ...............
Skin material ...............
Core material ...............
tsp, spar thickness .............
tsk , skin thickness .............
0, laminate off-axis angle, deg ........
(_0)sp,_k (ratio of coupling plies) .......
(@)_p,_k (ratio of 0° plies) ..........
a 14
a0.35
Graphite
S-Glass
atIoneycomb
0.00800
0.00214
"0
"0.0
"12
alndicates that parameter varied in study.
Table 2. Material Properties of Baseline Blades
Material property Gr/E woven cloth S-Glass/E woven cloth Nomex honeycomb
Young's modulus (Ell)
Young's inodulus (E22)
Young's modulus (E33)
Shear modulus (G12)
Shear modulus (G13)
Shear modulus (G23)
Poisson ratio (v12)
Poisson ratio (v13)
Poisson ratio (v23)
Density, p
1.1640E+07 Msi
1.1640E+ 07 Msi
1.6255E+06 Msi
9.0900E+ 05 Msi
9.0900E+ 05 Msi
9.0900E+05 Msi
4.6600E-02
3.2000E-01
3.2000E-01
5.7810E-02 lb/in 3
4.4500E+06 Msi
4.3200E+06 Msi
1.1000E+06 Msi
6.9000E+05 Msi
6.9000E+05 Msi
6.9000E+05 Msi
1.1400E-01
2.7000E-01
2.7000E-01
6.5030E-02 lb/in 3
2.8000E+04 Msi
2.8000E+04 Msi
2.8000E+04 Msi
4.7000E+04 Msi
4.7000E+04 Msi
4.7000E+04 Msi
3.0000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.0000E-01
2.3150E-03 lb/in 3
Table 3. Characteristics of Baseline Design 2
Characteristic Baseline value
c, chord length, in ..............
w._, spar width ratio ............
Spar material ...............
Skin material ...............
Core material ...............
14
O.g5
Graphite
S-Glass
H oneyc omb
tsp , spa" thickness .............
tsk , skin thickness .............
0, laminate off-axis angle, deg ........
(@)sp (ratio of spar coupling plies) ......
((45)sk (ratio of 4-45 ° skin plies) .......
(40)sk (ratio of 0 ° skin plies) .........
(445)sp (ratio of -t-45° spat" plies) .......
(_0)sp (ratio of 0 ° spar plies) .........
0.00800
0.00214
a0
"0.0
0.5
0.5
"0.0
"1.0
aIndicates that. parameter varied in study.
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Table4. BaselineDesign1StiffnessProperties
AbouttheBladeCentroidalAxes
Stiffness Value
EIF, lb-in 2 .......
EIc, lb-in 2 .......
GJ, lb-in 2 ........
k14, lb-in .........
k24, lb-in 2 ........
k34, lb-in 2 ........
7.11E + 06
1.47E + 08
2.40E + 06
0.0E + 00
0.0E + 00
0.0E + 00
Table 5. Shift of Neutral Axis and Spar
Ws, Neutral axis Spar position
percent position (x /c) (x /c)
20 0.264 0.200
35 .286 .350
50 .314 .500
Table 6. Baseline Design 2 Stiffness Properties
About the Blade Centroidal Axes
Stiffness Value
EU', lb-in 2 .......
EIc, lb-in 2 .......
G J, lb-in 2 ........
k14, lb-in .........
k24 , lb-in 2 ........
k34, lb-in 2 ........
6.84E + 06
1.26E + 08
3.16E + 06
0.0E + 00
0.0E + 00
0.0E + 00
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Principal axis
k Composite coupon
Fiber
\
Undeformed Deformed
Flapwise-bending
moment
force-couple
\
I
.a.xmo.el /
(flexible rod) f "_ _z Composite material
_ truss model
Fiber model _ "% (top of airfoil)
(stiff rod)_ y _ ........... _
I
Shear angle
J
Shear flow in bending
Figure 1. rlS"uss analogy used to explain the formation of elastic bending-twist coupling in composite rotor
blades with off-axis plies in a symmetric configuration.
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Gr/ED-spar S-Glassskin
\ \
C-:-:-:::-_!
Modeling details_ SparH°neyc°mbelementsc°r i
Skin elements
(a) Cross-section model used for baseline designs 1 and 2.
(tsk)
(%)
Skin laminate
 o,9o Ii[0/0+90] (_0)sk (tsk) (_0)sk (tsk)
[0/901
[0/0+90] (_0)sp (tsp) m (_0)sp (tsp)
[0/901
INote: g0+_0=l I
Spar laminate
(b) Skin and spar laminate desig_a employed in baseline blade 1 in nondimensional parameters.
(tsD
(tsp)
Skin laminate
[+45/-45]
[0/90]
[+45/-45]
Spar laminate
[+45/-45]
[0/0+90]
[0/90]
[0/0+90]
[+45/-45]
I (_0)sk (tsk) (_45)sk (tsk)
Note: (_0)sk + (_45)sk = 1
..........................
--r- (_O)sp(tsp) [ :
I I
(_O)sp (tsp) ',
I
-_ (_ 45)sp (tsp) -'-
.......................... i
Note: (_O)sp + (_O)sp + (_45)sp = 1 [
(C) Skill and spar laminate design employed in baseline blade 2 in nondimensionM parameters.
Figure 2. Skin and spar laminate designs.
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Flapwise stiffness as a function of ply angle for various chordwise divisions.
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Figure 5. Torsional stiffness as a function of ply angle for various chordwise divisions.
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Figm'e 6. Chordwise stiffness as a function of ply angle for baseline design 1 blade with symmetric laminate
construction.
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Figure 7. Flapwise, torsion, and flapwise-bending-twis_-coupled stiffnesses as a function of ply angle of the
baseline blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 8. Bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several chord lengths of the baseline 1
blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 9. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for several
chord lengths of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 10. Torsional stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for several chord
lengths of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 11. Chordwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
several chord lengths of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 12. Contributions of the skin and spar to the flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function
of ply angle.
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Figure 13. Flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several variations of spar
width of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 14. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
several variations of spar width of the baseline 1 blade with syrrmaetric laminate construction.
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Figure 15. Torsional stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for several
variations of spar width of the baseline 1 blade with synmaetric lzaninate construction.
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Figure 16. Chordwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
several variations of spar width of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 17. Flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several laminate variations
of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 18. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
several laminate variations of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 19. Torsional stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for several
laminate variations of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 20. Chordwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
several laminate variations of the baseline 1 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 21. Flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several variations of the
baseline 1 core material.
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Figure 22. Flapwise, torsion, extension-twist, and chordwise-bending-twist stiffnesses as a function of ply angle
for the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 23. Chordwise bending stiffness as a function of ply angle for the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric
laminate construction.
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Figure 24. Extension-twist-coupled stiffness parameter as a function of ply angle for several chord lengths of
the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetrie laminate construction.
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Figure 25. Chordwise-bending-twist-coupled stiffness parameter as a function of ply angle for several chord
lengths of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 26. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as afunction of extension-twist coupling parameter for several chord
lengths of the baseline 1 blade with antisyn_netric laminate construction.
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Figure 27. Chordwise-bending stifliless ratio as a function of extension-twist coupling parameter for several
chord lengths of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 28. Torsional stiffness ratio as a function of extension-twist coupling parameter for several chord lengths
of the baseline i blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure29. Extension-twistcouplingparameterasafunctionof ply anglefor severalvariationsof sparwidth
ofthe baseline1bladewith antisymmetriclaminateconstruction.
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Figure 30. Chordwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several variations of spar
width of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 31. Extension-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several variations of tile baseline 1
blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 32. Chordwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several variations of the
baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate eol_struction.
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Figure 33. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
several variations of spar width of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 34. Chordwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
several variations of spar width of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 35. Torsional stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling pm'ameter for several
variations of spar width of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 36. Extension-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several laminate variations of the
baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 37. Chordwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several laminate
variations of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 38. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of extension-twist coupling parameter for several
laminate variations of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric lmninate construction.
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Figure 39. Chordwise-bending stiffiless ratio as a function of extension-twist coupling parameter for several
laminate variations of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 40. Torsional stiffiaess ratio as a function of extension-twist coupling parameter for several laminate
variations of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 41. Extension-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several variations of core material
of the baseline 1 with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 42. Chordwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for several variations of core
material of the baseline 1 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 43. Flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for changes in (_0)sp of the
baseline 2 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 44. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
changes in ((0)sp of the baseline 2 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 45. Chordwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for
dlanges in (_0)s_) of the baseline 2 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 46. Torsional stiffness ratio as a function of flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter for changes in
(_0)si_ of the baseline 2 blade with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 47. Extension-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for changes in (C0)sp of the baseline 2
blade wit h antisymrnet tic 1amin ate const ruction.
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Figure 48. Chordwise-bending-twist coupling parameter as a function of ply angle for changes in (_0)sp of the
baseline 2 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 49. Flapwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of extelrsion-twist coupling parameter for changes in
(40)_p of the baseline 2 blade with antisymmetrie laminate construction.
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Figm'e 50. Chordwise-bending stiffness ratio as a function of extension-twist coupling parameter for changes
in (_0),_p of the baseline 2 blade with antisyrrnnetric laminate construction.
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Figure 51. Torsional stiffness ratio as a function of extension-twist coupling parameter for changes in ((0)sp of
the baseline 2 blade with antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 52. Effect of (_0)sp and ((45)sp on flapwise-bending-twist coupling parameter of the baseline 2 blade
with symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 55. Effect of ((o),_p and (q45)sp on flapwise bending stiffness ratio of the baseline 2 blade with symmetric
laminate construction.
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Figure 56. Effect of ((0)sp and ((45)sp on chordwise-bending stiffi_ess ratio of the baseline 2 blade with
symmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 57. Effect of ((0)sp and (_45)sp on torsional stiffness ratio of the baseline 2 blade with symmetric laminate
construction.
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Figure 58. Effect of (C0)sp and (_45)sp on flapwise bending stiffness ratio of the baseline 2 blade with
antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 59. Effect of ((0)sp and ((45)sp on chordwise-bending stiffness ratio of the baseline 2 blade with
antisymmetric laminate construction.
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Figure 60. Effect of ((0)sp and ((45)sp on torsional stiffness ratio of the baseline 2 blade with antisymmetric
lami nate c on st ru ct ion.
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